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Chemical engineers practice mass 
balance every day

Finance teams work with engineers
to allocate costs to products

Standards are introducing various 
“rules” to assign claims to materials

Four types of allocation methods 
presented today:
• proportional 
• non-proportional (free allocation)
• RMS compromise (fuel deduction)
• polymers only
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Chem E 101: mass balance case study circa 1985



Allocation
• an amount or portion of a resource assigned to a particular recipient

Attribution
• the action of regarding a quality or feature as a characteristic of or 

possessed by a person or thing

Assignation
• the allocation or attribution of someone or something as belonging 

to something

Allocation

Attribution

Assignation
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Inputs

accounting for the portion of inputs (or feedstocks) 
assigned to particular outputs (or products)

Outputs
20 virgin

5 recycled
25 total units

5 units each with
20% recycled content

- OR -

1 unit 100% recycled status
4 units with no status

Mass balance allocation

Process

standards are specifying how to account for 
assignment of chain of custody claims to products

In other words
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Our baseline: 
The process simultaneously converts materials to three co-products as illustrated below.

Each of the three co-products is produced in known proportions
• 10% Product A
• 50% Product B
• 40% Product C

For simplicity, it is assumed there are zero losses from the system

Inputs

100 units
c

Outputs

Co-Product A: 10 units

Co-Product B: 50 units

Co-Product C: 40 units

A

B

C
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Proportional allocation 

The system is fed 10% recycled inputs which flow in direct proportion to the co-products

Claims of recycled material are made in the same proportion as product outputs

Inputs

90 units
c

Outputs

9 A units, 1 recycled A unit

45 B units, 5 recycled B units

36 C units, 4 recycled C units

A = 10

B = 50

C = 40

10 units recycled

Eunomia is referring to this approach as “Technical Balance”
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Non-proportional allocation (also known as free allocation)

The system is fed 10% recycled inputs which flow in direct proportion to the co-products

With free allocation, the recycled outputs may be allocated to any co-product; in essence co-products 
are contributing claims to other products made by the process from the same inputs

In this example, the participant chooses to allocate all recycled material to product B

Inputs

90 units
c

Outputs

A: 10 units
(contributed 1 recycled unit to B)

B: 40 units, 10 recycled B

C: 40 units
(contributed 4 recycled units to B)

A = 10

B = 50

C = 40

10 units recycled
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The “RMS Compromise”  (non-proportional allocation with a deduction for fuels)

The RMS does not recognize fuels as a recycled material; therefor any portion that is sold or consumed as 
fuel can not be allocated to another co-product

In this example, product C is a fuel and the 4 recycled units from that stream are treated as losses

In this example, the participant chooses to allocate the remaining 6 recycled material units to product B

Inputs

90 units
c

Outputs

A: 10 units
(contributed 1 recycled unit to B)

B: 44 units, 6 recycled B units

C: 40 units sold as fuel
(4 recycled units lost from the system)

A = 10

B = 50

C = 40

10 units recycled

FUEL

Eunomia is referring to this approach as “Free Allocation (fuel exempt)”
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Polymer only allocation

With this approach, only products that are converted to polymers may carry recycled status

In this example, product C is a fuel and product A is a feedstock for non-polymer chemical products

In this example, only product B can carry a recycled status and the other units are lost from the system

Inputs

90 units
c

Outputs

A: 10 units, non polymer
(1 recycled unit lost from the system)

B: 45 units, 5 recycled B units

C: 40 units sold as fuel
(4 recycled units lost from the system) 

A = 10

B = 50

C = 40

10 units recycled

FUEL

Eunomia has introduced this concept as part of the Single Use Plastics Directive in EU
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Summary

When using mass balance methods, it is important to clarify what type of allocation method is used 
for co-products

Existing standards for recycled materials use different methods
• Proportional allocation is the “strictest” methodology
• Polymers only is under consideration in Europe for the Single Use Plastic Directive
• RMS has adopted a compromise for chemical recycling (deducting for fuels)
• ISCC+ & RSB allow for free allocation

Alignment on terms and transparency is necessary if supply chain members want standards to move 
toward harmonization 

FreeProportional Polymers only Non-fuels


